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Abstract

We show that future observations of binary neutron star systems with electromagnetic counterparts together with
the traditional probes of low- and high-redshift Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) can help resolve the Hubble tension.
The luminosity distance inferred from these probes and its scatter depend on the underlying cosmology. By using
the gravitational lensing of light or gravitational waves emitted by, and peculiar motion of, these systems we derive
constraints on the sum of neutrino masses, the equation of state of dark energy parameterized in the form

( )+ -w w a1a0 , along with the Hubble constant and cold dark matter density in the universe. We show that even
after marginalizing over poorly constrained physical quantities, such as the sum of neutrino masses and the nature
of dark energy, low-redshift gravitational-wave observations, in combination with SNe Ia, have the potential to rule
out new physics as the underlying cause of the Hubble tension at 5.5σ.

Unified Astronomy Thesaurus concepts: Cosmological parameters (339); Dark energy (351); Neutrino masses
(1102); Gravitational waves (678); Type Ia supernovae (1728)

1. Introduction

The standard model of cosmology is under stress. There is
at least a 4σ discrepancy between the values of the
expansion rate of the universe today, the Hubble constant
h≡H0/(100 km s−1 Mpc−1), measured using early and late
universe probes (Verde et al. 2019). A solution to this
discrepancy will either revolutionize our understanding of the
physical world or help us discover previously unknown
systematics. Therefore, significant theoretical and observational
effort is currently underway to uncover the cause of this
“Hubble tension.” On the theory side, several models have
been proposed to explain the origin of this discrepancy, from
early dark energy (Poulin et al. 2019), self-interacting neutrinos
(Kreisch et al. 2020), or scalar fields that inject energy locally
around the matter-radiation equality (Agrawal et al. 2019b), to
effects of a local inhomogeneity (Kasai & Futamase 2019).
Since there is still disagreement as to the theoretical under-
pinnings of any of these models, another approach is to make
better measurements of h using as many probes as possible.
Different systematics affecting different probes allow a check
on systematics as an origin of the Hubble tension. It is shown in
Verde et al. (2019) that low-redshift probes such as Type Ia
supernovae (SNe Ia), strong lenses, water masers, and surface
brightness fluctuations seem to be consistent with each other
and give a value h∼0.73. High-redshift probes including the
cosmic microwave background (CMB) measurements from
Planck (Aghanim et al. 2020) and those obtained from
combining galaxy clustering with early universe Big Bang
nucleosynthesis also agree with each other and predict
h∼0.67. There is, thus, a disagreement between the values
measured at high and low redshift.

Direct detection of gravitational waves (GWs) has opened up
a new window into the universe (Abbott et al. 2016). By
measuring the time variation of GWs we can measure the
luminosity distance to their sources. These distances are poised
to be measured with extremely high precision. Optical follow-
up of sources that also emit light allows us to measure their

redshift (Abbott et al. 2017). Technological limits restrict us to
detecting GWs from low-redshift sources only. Nevertheless,
they provide a completely independent way to measure h at
these redshifts. In this paper we show that by combining future
measurements of h using GW sources out to z0.1 and SNe
Ia out to z1.7, we can potentially resolve the Hubble tension
by providing extremely tight constraints on h in these two
redshift ranges. As we show, the two values are expected to
disagree by more than 5.5σ allowing us to conclude that at least
some of the Hubble tension originates from systematic
uncertainties and not from any physical effects. This conclu-
sion is robust to any assumptions about the nature of dark
energy or the sum of neutrino masses that we marginalize over.

2. The Magnitude–Redshift Relation

Cosmological information from both standard candles (SNe
Ia) and standard sirens (GW sources) is contained in the
luminosity distance, dL(z)=(1+z)χ(z), where χ(z) is the
comoving distance at the same redshift,
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where Ωr, ΩM, ΩK, and ΩΛ are the energy density fractions of
radiation, matter, curvature, and dark energy, respectively, and

( )º + -w w w a1a0 is the time-varying equation of state for
dark energy, parameterized by w0, which characterizes the
constant part, and wa, which represents the amplitude of time
variation (Chevallier & Polarski 2001; Linder 2003). Con-
ventionally, the observed quantity is the apparent magnitude,
m(z), which is related to dL(z) as ( ) ( )= +m z d z M5 log ,10 L

where M is the absolute magnitude of a source, which can be
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determined. For SNe Ia M is calibrated using their observed
peak luminosity and its subsequent decay, while for GW
sources it is calculated using the spectral and temporal variation
of the emitted GWs. Thus, by measuring m(z), and thus dL(z),
one can constrain the cosmological parameters.

These equations for luminosity distance hold for sources that
have no peculiar velocity and are observed in a homogeneous
universe, such that the emitted electromagnetic or GWs are not
gravitationally lensed. In an inhomogeneous universe, matter
along the line of sight (l.o.s.) affects the propagation of these
waves via lensing and Sachs–Wolfe and integrated Sachs–
Wolfe effects (Sachs & Wolfe 1967). In the matter domination
era, lensing is the dominant effect among these. Lensing
changes the observed brightness of a given source, making it
appear either closer or farther than it actually is, thus changing
the observed luminosity distance.

Peculiar motion of the source affects the observed redshift.
As a result, it affects the predicted luminosity distance to the
source. The total peculiar motion is a sum of two components
—one of cosmological origin, which is sourced by the large-
scale structure of the universe, and the other of astrophysical
origin, which is sourced by the small-scale dynamics of the
host galaxy. Cosmological information can only be gleaned
from the first component, which can be measured separately by
measuring the peculiar velocity of the galaxy as a whole. For
example, if the host galaxy is part of a cluster we need to use
the cluster redshift (Léget et al. 2018). Thus, in the rest of the
paper, we consider only cosmological peculiar velocities.

As shown in Hui & Greene (2006) lensing and peculiar
motion respectively alter the inferred luminosity distance by
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Here n̂ is the unit vector in the observed l.o.s. direction, χs is
the comoving distance at observed redshift zs of the source, as
is the scale factor corresponding to zs, Hs is the Hubble rate at
redshift zs, ( ˆ)d nz,m is the matter density fluctuation at redshift
z(χ) in the direction n̂, and vo and vs are the peculiar velocities
of the observer and the host galaxy, respectively. These
equations follow from linearizing the Einstein equation for
small metric perturbations, so that terms of higher order can be
dropped. Despite the linear approximation it can still be used to
account for some nonlinearity in density and velocity
perturbations because they are second and first derivatives of
the metric perturbation, respectively (assuming a linear relation
between density and velocity). It is also noteworthy that
propagating GWs obey the same equations as photons, as long
as their amplitude is small and their wavelength is long enough
so that the ray optics limit is realized (Misner et al. 1973).

The observed magnitude changes by (Hada & Futamase
2014, 2016, 2019)
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where we have assumed that the fluctuation in luminosity
distance is small. The variance in the luminosity distance can

then be written as
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The cross-correlation between lensing and peculiar velocities
vanishes because peculiar velocities are integrated along the l.
o.s. due to the lensing kernel and so average out to zero (Hui &
Greene 2006). The cross-correlation between the l.o.s. peculiar
velocities of the host galaxy and the observer is negligible
compared to the variance of the peculiar velocity of the host
galaxy (Hui & Greene 2006). We choose the redshift bins to be
small enough that the variances do not change appreciably
within each bin. The lensing contribution to the variance is then
given as
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where we have used Limber’s approximation (see Appendix D
of Hui & Greene 2006 for more details) and Pnl(k, z) is the
nonlinear matter power spectrum at redshift z. The velocity
contribution is given by
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, with D(k, z) the linear growth
factor for matter fluctuations. Note that it is a function of
wavenumber because of nonzero neutrino mass.
We use the Fisher matrix formalism as described in Agrawal

et al. (2019a) to make forecasts for cosmological constraints
using standard sirens and candles. The likelihood is taken to be
Gaussian, and different events are assumed to be independent
of each other. The resultant Fisher matrix becomes (Agrawal
et al. 2019a)
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where the sum runs over different observed events, θa denotes
the cosmological parameter of interest, mhomo is the magnitude
predicted in a homogeneous universe, and s tot

2 is the total
variance of the observed magnitude, which is given by the
quadrature sum of the lensing, peculiar velocity, and intrinsic
contributions, s s s s= + +tot

2
lens
2
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2

in
2 . We use σin=0.02 for

GW sources (Holz & Hughes 2005) and σin=0.12 for SNe Ia
(Spergel et al. 2015).
The left side of Figure 1 shows the absolute value of

derivatives of mhomo, s lens
2 , and svel

2 that enter in the Fisher
matrix, Equation (9), w.r.t. five cosmological parameters that
we wish to constrain—h, cold dark matter density at z=0,
w º W hCDM CDM

2, w0, wa, and the sum of neutrino masses that
we denote by mν. The variances have been scaled by the total
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variance (with σin=0.12) to make them equivalent to the
homogeneous magnitude in Equation (9). The first thing to
notice is the relative sizes of these derivatives. At low redshifts
the derivative of the homogeneous magnitude dominates the
lensing contribution for all parameters, whereas at higher
redshifts the derivatives of the lensing variance start to become
comparable to that of the homogeneous magnitude. In contrast,
for all parameters other than h the velocity contribution
dominates at the lowest redshifts, but it drops quite sharply as
redshift increases. We have verified that the constraints are in
fact dominated by the homogeneous part at low redshifts.
However, including variances helps to break degeneracies
among parameters, and to put much tighter constraints on the
dark energy equation of state and sum of neutrino masses as
shown in Agrawal et al. (2019a) and Hada & Futamase
(2019, 2016).

The derivative of the homogeneous magnitude w.r.t. h is
almost an order of magnitude higher than that w.r.t. other
parameters, and is ∼2. Thus, at the lowest redshift, even
without including information from the lensing or velocity
variance, we obtain a fractional error on h (with all other
parameters fixed) of ∼1% from just one GW event of the
precision considered. This, while being exceptionally promis-
ing, should not be surprising since a perfect measurement of the
magnitude corresponds to a perfect measurement of the
expansion rate, which at z∼0 is just the Hubble constant.

3. Results

Future experiments such as the Einstein Telescope (Punturo
et al. 2010) will observe GW events from sources such as
binary black hole (BH–BH), black hole–neutron star (BH–NS)
or neutron star–neutron star (NS–NS) mergers. Of these,
electromagnetic radiation is emitted along with gravitational
radiation for BH–NS and NS–NS mergers. By optical follow-
up a redshift can be measured for these events (Abbott et al.
2017). Alternatively, one can cross-correlate measurements of
GW events in luminosity distance space with measurements of
galaxy distribution in the same space, to obtain the most likely

standard siren redshift (Kopparapu et al. 2008). Using these
redshifts in combination with the precise measurement of
luminosity distance for these standard sirens provides extre-
mely tight constraints on fundamental cosmology as we now
demonstrate.
Future experiments will observe 2810 GW events per Gpc3

(Abbott et al. 2020). We assume that they are uniformly
distributed with this number density out to z=0.1 and that
redshifts for these events can be perfectly measured. We scale
this number by 1/(1+z)2 to account for the decrease in optical
flux with redshift. Then, the number of such events observed in
each redshift bin of Δz=0.005 out to z=0.1 is shown in the
left plot of the right panel of Figure 1.
For the supernova sample, we use ZTF, which will observe

low-redshift supernovae in the range 0.01z0.1 (Graham
et al. 2019), and WFIRST, which will observe high-redshift
supernovae in the range 0.2z1.7 (Spergel et al. 2015).
The left plot of the right panel of Figure 1 shows the expected
distribution of supernovae in different redshift bins for ZTF as
the light green bars. The right plot of the right panel of Figure 1
shows the expected distribution of supernovae in different
redshift bins for WFIRST. Note that while it is dominated by
supernovae in the redshift range z�0.6, where lensing effects
are subdominant compared to the intrinsic uncertainty, the
overall number of supernovae for z�0.6 and z>0.6 is
approximately the same so that lensing effects must be taken
into account.
Using the above distributions in Equation (9) we can

determine the expected constraints on cosmological parameters
using just the supernovae or combining the information from
both standard candles and low-redshift standard sirens. Note
that for high-redshift events the scatter in luminosity distance
due to lensing dominates over that from peculiar motion, while
for low-redshift events the one from peculiar motion dominates
(Agrawal et al. 2019a). Therefore, we do not include the scatter
from lensing at low redshifts and the scatter from peculiar
velocities at high redshifts.

Figure 1. (Left) Logarithmic derivatives of the predicted apparent magnitude, mhomo (top), (scaled) velocity variance svel
2 (bottom left), and (scaled) lensing variance

s lens
2 (bottom right), w.r.t. the five cosmological parameters of interest, ωCDM (red dotted), sum of neutrino masses mν (blue dashed), dark energy equation of state

parameters w0 (green dotted–dashed) and wa (yellow dotted–dotted–dashed), and the Hubble constant h (black solid). Note that for wa the standard derivative that has
been shown as a logarithm of 0 is not defined. The black dashed line in the upper panel corresponds to z=0.1, which is the highest redshift for our low-z sample, and
below which the velocity variance dominates over lensing. (Right) Expected distribution of standard sirens and SNe Ia from ZTF (Graham et al. 2019) (left) and SNe
Ia from WFIRST (Spergel et al. 2015) (right).
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The left panel of Figure 2 shows the constraints obtained
using these two probes in the 4-parameter space considered in
Agrawal et al. (2019a). The red dashed contours represent
constraints obtained when considering only information from
supernovae. We include effects only from lensing due to matter
along the l.o.s. for the high-redshift probes as peculiar motion
has negligible contribution to the luminosity distance for these
redshifts (Hui & Greene 2006). The blue filled regions show
constraints obtained when we combine supernovae with low-
redshift GW events. Note that for low-redshift probes we
include the contribution from peculiar motion alone as lensing
is not significant at low redshifts (Hui & Greene 2006).

Equation (9) shows that cosmological information in the
apparent magnitude neatly splits into contributions coming
from the homogeneous universe and inhomogeneous universe,
the first and second terms, respectively. For the homogeneous
contribution, ωCDM and mν are completely degenerate, both
contributing via the total matter density only. Using informa-
tion about the inhomogeneities allows us to break this
degeneracy. Since the homogeneous contribution dominates,
the shape and orientation of contours for these parameters are
similar but not exactly the same. We have verified that if we
only consider the homogeneous contribution, while fixing one
of these parameters, then the contours do indeed look the same.

We find that since the luminosity distance is measured to
much higher accuracy for a GW source than for an SN Ia, only
about 600 GW events add significant information about the
sum of neutrino masses over the 4000 SN Ia from ZTF and
WFIRST. This increased constraining power comes from the
larger contribution of peculiar velocities once the intrinsic
uncertainty becomes lower. These tight constraints also point to
the possibility of allowing other parameters to be free. In
particular, with an eye to the Hubble tension we consider
letting the Hubble constant, h, be free.

The resulting constraints in the 5-parameter space are shown
in the right panel of Figure 2. We see a drastic reduction in the
constraints on neutrino mass, with the 2σ constraint from
including GW events almost as good as the 1σ constraint from
just supernovae. The other significant reduction is seen in h as
expected. We find that one can constrain h to better than 0.3%
by combining GW events with the supernova measurements
even when the time-varying dark energy equation of state and
the sum of neutrino masses are simultaneously varied. A key
reason for this reduction when using GWs is that they allow us
to measure h with extremely high precision leading to an
almost fixed h. Thus the blue contours are not much worse than
the same in the left panel of Figure 2.
In order to emphasize the promise of GW observations

further, we show the constraints on h obtained when margin-
alizing over all other parameters except ωCDM in Figure 3. The
blue contours show constraints obtained with a fiducial value of
h=0.6727, consistent with CMB measurements (Ade et al.
2016) and using low-redshift GW events as the probe. The red
contours show constraints from SNe Ia from both low (ZTF)
and high (WFIRST) redshifts with h=0.733 as the fiducial
value, consistent with local measurements (Verde et al. 2019).
Note that these contours are impossible to draw considering
only the homogeneous contribution as ωCDM is completely
degenerate with mν and so no constraints can be obtained if
either is marginalized over. It is only with peculiar velocity
information that we can constrain one after marginalizing over
the other.
If the Hubble tension arises from unknown systematics, GW

and SN Ia observations should see different values of h. In that
case it is crucial that we can conclusively say that these two
probes are inconsistent with each other, for which the errors on
each measurement should be small enough to completely
exclude the other. As Figure 3 demonstrates for the probes
considered here, this is the case. The two fiducial values we

Figure 2. (Left) Joint constraints on ωCDM, mν, w0, and wa with all other cosmological parameters fixed. Red dashed lines denote constraints obtained when using
high-z supernovae from WFIRST and low-z supernovae from ZTF, while blue filled regions show constraints obtained when supernovae are combined with low-z GW
events. (Right) Same as the left panel, but with h also varying now. As shown, a constraint of ∼0.3% on h can be obtained by combining GW sources with SNe Ia,
even when the sum of neutrino masses and time-varying dark energy equation of state are simultaneously varied.
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adopt for h are more than 5.5σ separated from each other (after
marginalizing over ωCDM). Alternatively, if the two contours
shown in Figure 3 overlapped, despite different central values,
we could not conclude that they are inconsistent with each
other and the Hubble tension could be said to still originate
from either new physics or unknown systematics. By having
nonoverlapping contours we are able to ensure that the
difference arises from systematic errors and thus rule out new
physics. If, on the other hand, we used h=0.71 and 0.68 for
low and high redshifts, respectively, we still obtain a 2.5σ
separation between the two contours, which can be further
improved by observation of a larger number of GW events or
by using priors from other measurements. It is also important to
note that these conclusions follow even after marginalizing
over the sum of neutrino masses or dark energy equation of
state parameters, which are poorly constrained by the CMB, or
by baryon acoustic oscillation measurements in the absence of
a CMB prior. They are thus robust to changing dark energy
models whose equation of state can be written in the form
w=w0+wa (1−a) or the sum of neutrino masses.

4. Conclusion

We have shown that a combination of future GW and SNe Ia
observations can resolve the Hubble tension if the universe is
assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic on scales spanning
the supernovae and GW events we have considered. The

numbers considered here can be realized in the next decade.
We find that only about 600 GW sources with a measurement
of their associated redshifts out to z∼0.1 are needed for 2σ
constraints on h∼0.3%. These constraints are obtained even
without assuming any prior on the sum of neutrino masses and
the dark energy equation of state. Peculiar motion of GW
sources is indispensable to break the degeneracy between the
sum of neutrino masses and the cold dark matter density in the
universe and to obtain tight constraints on the, as yet
undetermined, sum of neutrino masses. The Hubble tension
presents a fantastic opportunity to test our current under-
standing of the universe. Future observations made with GWs
from inspiraling binary neutron star systems and light from
SNe Ia will clarify the origin of the Hubble tension, whether it
is coming from new physics or unknown systematics in a
homogeneous universe, or that the universe is inhomogeneous.
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